
 
 

       

 

 
 

 

Dad’s Shed 
1. Place Base piece of Early Espresso on Simply Scored with long edge at the top score @ 1 ¾”, 3 ½”, 7 ½”, 9 ¼” 

then place Early Espresso Strip on Simply Scored with long edge at the top score @ 4”, 5 ¾”, 7 ½”, 9 ¼”. Fold 

Base so middle is flat, accordion fold both edges down towards middle and out. Set aside Strip. 

2. Adhere both bigger pieces you cut of the Designer paper on the two edges that fold out. (See picture) 

3. Run your Silver Foil through the Embossing folder and machine (you will center folder), adhere to middle panel. 

4. For the long Early Espresso strip, you will do a Mountain fold on first score, Valley next, Valley again and then 

Mountain, see picture above. Then add the Designer paper to fit in each part. Then you will put adhesive ONLY 

on the part that will touch the first flap on left, do NOT go past flap! Adhere the last three rectangles on strip so it 

adheres to back, side and front on right. Now your card can sit open!! 

5. Stamp/Color/Die cut all elements that you want on the wall, die cut the silver foil that goes on tools.  

6. Die cut grass/hangers, add hangers to wall, grass on front as desired. Place Dimensionals on back of shovel 

and place grass in front. 

7. Stamp Sentiment on front. Add Ladder, then place Pebbles where desired. 

8. Stamp other sentiment on Designer paper, die cut with Tasteful Labels Dies. Add Dimensionals on back center, 

add Trowel and a tuft of grass. Add to right side of front. 

 

 

 

 

  

Supplies 

Stamps: Home & Garden Bundle 

Inks: Early Espresso 

Blends: Balmy Blue, Real Red, Daffodil 

Delight, Med 500 

Paper: Early Espresso 5 ½” x 11”,  

1 3/8” x 11”, scraps for hangers 

Silver Foil (Blue Foils) 3 7/8” x 5 3/8”, 

scraps for tool ‘heads’ 

Garden Green scrap for grass 

Crumb Cake scrap for stamping 

Basic White scrap for stamping 

In Good Taste Designer 1 5/8” x 5 3/8” (x2), 

1 3/8” x 1 7/8”, 1 5/8” x 1 7/8” (x4), scrap for 

sentiment 

Embellishments: Pebbles Enamel Shapes 

Tools: Checks & Dots Embossing Folder, 

Tasteful Labels Dies, Simply Scored 


